Ultrasonic technique has been applied for extraction processes, especially for separation of bio-active substances from natural organic products because of the short time requirement, energy saving and easy operating. The ultrasonic-assisted extraction (UE) therefore becomes a promising option. However, a major available obstacle was the lack of appropriate models for designing technological process. This paper presents a dynamic model for the UE process, application of separation of bio-active substances from natural products such as Curcumin from rhizome of Curcuma Longa L., Epigallocatechin from green tea leaf of Camellia Sinensis and Rutin from bud of Sophora Japonica. The agreement between data from experiment and calculated ones with the model indicates that, this dynamic model is suitable for prediction of the UE process and for serving as the base for further investigation into scale-up the extraction process.
Ultrasonic-assisted extraction (UE) process is a promising option since ultrasonic boost up the extraction rate without requiring high temperature or pressure, which raise the production expense as well as degrade the product quality in many cases. More details regarding the advantages of UE process can be found elsewhere (Gu X. et al., 2007 , Hitoshi K. et al., 2007 . In this paper, a model for single-stage batch UE is proposed and experimentally validated.
The experiments were carried out with three raw materials: rhizome of Curcuma Longa L., leaf of Camellia Sinensis and bud of Sophora Japonica L. The validated model can also be easily applied for multi-stage batch processes, which have more applications in industry. In the rest part of this paper, detailed modelling approach of this process is presented. Then the experimentations used for validation of the model are reviewed and the results are reported and discussed. The paper is concluded by focusing on its potential for being used in scale-up duties.
MODELLING
The extraction process modelled in this study is considered to be a simple mass transfer process without chemical reaction.
The model development is based on the following assumptions:
-All particles are of the same size and shape, and therefore, have a constant area;
-The extraction process is isothermal;
-The amount of solvent is kept constant during the extraction process;
-The mass and pore structure of the insoluble materials are assumed to be constant.
Furthermore, by assuming the mass transfer resistance to be localized only in the films, the unsteady-state mass transfer rate is derived as:
where is the unsteady-state mass transfer rate, Kex is extraction rate constant, F is the area of solid-liquid interface, C * is the equilibrium concentration, and C is the solute concentration in the bulk of the solution.
Since the amount of solvent is kept constant, the solute concentration in the bulk of the solution is proportional to the content of solute in the bulk of the solution:
where V is the volume of solvent, m is the mass of insoluble material, and KV is the liquid-solid ratio. 
where Kc is the content of solute per unit mass of solid phase at the beginning of extraction process and Ka is the area of solid-liquid interface per unit mass of solid phase.
Substituting equations (2) -(5) into equation (1) gives:
By integrating between time limits 0 to t, equation (6) becomes:
where K is the maximum content of solute in liquid phase:
and T is the required time for the actual content to reach 63.21 % of the maximum value, i.e. when t equal to T then q is 63.21 % of K:
The extraction efficiency is: Table 1 .
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